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Tik Tok can be an intimidating platform to approach
for the first time. A lot of people are used to creating
polished photo content and can be confused as to
how to navigate a seemingly chaotic platform like Tik
Tok that showcases short-form video content. I've put
together these tips to help you understand how to
start and grow your account in a way that makes
sense and is manageable, while staying authentic to
your own (or brand) voice at the same time. Going
viral on Tik Tok can come out of nowhere at times,
but this guide provides tips on growing an engaged
following that consistently watches your content,
rather than having a "one hit wonder" viral video.
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tip 1
Find Your Niche
Everyone has different things that they find interesting or
are knowledgeable about. Chances are, there are a lot of
other people on Tik Tok that are interested in the same
things you are. By choosing one type of content to focus
on (ex. vegan cooking, DIY fashion hacks, financial
advice, vintage makeup collection, etc.) you are joining
an established community of other creators and viewers
that share that interest. People will be more likely to
follow you because they know they can count on your
page to deliver content that mainly focuses on a subject
they already enjoy or want to learn more about.
Choosing a subject you enjoy will also make content
much easier and enjoyable for you to create and give you
a sense of authenticity that others appreciate.
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tip 2

Lighting & Audio Quality
Make sure that your content quality is up to standard
so you can adequately communicate your message.
Buying expensive equipment or having professional
editing skills is not necessary at all. Great lighting can
be easily achieved by filming outdoors or facing a
window. When filming videos where you are speaking,
make sure there are no loud background noises.
Sounds like the hum of a refrigerator or AC unit are
usually not noticeable in person but will likely create an
annoying buzz when recording audio. Try filming away
from large appliances or do test recordings to make
sure there aren't unexpected background noises. If you
are adding a sound over your video in the app, you can
turn down your original audio to avoid any unwanted
background noise.
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tip 3
Trends and Viral Sounds
Watching which Tik Toks show
up on your FYP (For You Page)
will give you a good indication of
what content viewers are
interacting with. A lot of the viral
videos on your FYP may be the
classic "one hit wonder" type
videos of a funny moment
someone caught on camera, but
many will be following specific
trends. This could include a viral
dance sequence, reacting to a
particular sound, physical
challenges, or even sea shanties.
These trends change very quickly
so it is best to keep track of them
by staying engaged in the Tik
Tok community.

Not all trends will be applicable to your type of content,
but jumping on ones that are relevant can give you a lot
of new views and exposure. Make sure to use the same
sound and hashtags as the other videos in that trend, as
viewers can click on either to see all the videos created
that use that exact sound or hashtag and discover your
page.
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tip 4
Posting Schedule
Like all other social media platforms, your posting schedule
can make or break your success with the Tik Tok algorithm.
Consistency is key and can be the main factor in how well
your video performs. It is not always necessary to post every
day, but maybe sure to be consistent with whatever
cadence you choose. The algorithm will most likely not push
out your content if you are posting very sporadically. Also
pay attention to what time of day your followers are most
likely to be on the app. Your analytics tab will show you the
best time of day to post and what country the majority of
your following is in. Always take this into account because
the faster your followers engage with your content, the
more likely it is that the algorithm will show the content to
people that don't already follow you. This is extremely
important with Tik Tok as, unlike Instagram, most followers
watch their FYP much more than the content of only the
people that they already follow.
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tip 5
Engage!
Finally, the best way for you to keep your followers
engaged, is to engage with them yourself! Liking and
replying to comments on your videos will encourage them
to comment more. Additionally, since Tik Tok metrics are
largely centered around video views, liking and replying to
comments will send a notification to the person that posted
that comment and if they click on the notification, it will
bring them back to your video which will give that video
another view.
Also make sure to like and comment on other creators'
content. If your comment gets a lot of likes, it will show up
at the top of that video's comment section where more
people are likely to see it and click on your page. Engaging
with other creators also encourages them to engage with
your content and maybe even duet or stitch your content. If
they duet or stitch your content and tag you, their followers
will likely check out your page as well.
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Tik Tok Decoded
FYP
For You Page. This is the feed that appears when you first
open the app. These videos are viral videos and other
videos that the algorithm thinks you will enjoy.

This usually indicates that someone is shy or nervous.

POV
Point of View. People do videos showing interactions or
situations from a specific point of view.

Saying that someone is lying about something. Some
people also write out the word "cap". "No cap" means
that you aren't lying.

Heather
The girl that everyone wants to be or can't help but like. It
is based on a song named Heather by Conan Gray that
went viral on Tik Tok.
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